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A B S T R A C T

Allele fraction measurement is an essential component in nucleic acid analysis. The formation of chimeric
amplicons during multiplex PCR amplification, however, greatly affects the allele fraction even before down-
stream analysis. Previous error correction strategy with unique molecular indexing (UMI) targets mainly points
mutations rather than chimeras. Since the mutant allele detection in pregnant women cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is
limited by chimeric amplicon contamination, a more direct error correction solution is demanded. Here we
demonstrate effective reduction of chimeric amplicon contamination by unique dual indexing. With error cor-
rected deep sequencing analysis, we achieved 100% accuracy in 16 tests of the parental mutation inheritance
and de novo mutations in cfDNA of pregnant women, whose fetuses were at risk of tuberous sclerosis complex or
Marfan syndrome. Our error correction strategy could offer a versatile solution for accurate multiplex PCR
amplification.

1. Introduction

The continuous development of sequencing technology has pro-
pelled the adoption of high-throughput nucleic acid analysis in various
fields. Multiplex sample preparation is therefore widely used to achieve
higher cost efficiency. Index hopping in Illumina sequencing platforms
has been widely reported since its first discovery in 2016 [1–4]. In fact,
such chimeric amplicons not only exit in sequencing platform, but also
in any PCR procedures among multiplexed samples. Chimera is a source
of error in PCR procedure especially in multiple-cycle and multi-sample
PCR. Amplification stalls and switches to another template, and in this
way, recombinant molecules form (Fig. 1A). In multi-sample sequen-
cing, each sample is labeled with specific index to be distinguished in
demultiplexing step. If indexing and demultiplexing are based on single
end, then chimeric amplicons in general can cause sample cross con-
tamination, leading to false judgement of allele fractions, and further
errors in nucleic acid analysis (Fig. 1A).
Noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT) has been gaining more

popularity by its noninvasive advantage over conventional methods
such as amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling, which carry 1%
risk of miscarriage [5,6]. NIPT is based on the discovery of fetal DNA
circulating in pregnant women's peripheral blood; by measuring ma-
ternal peripheral blood cell-free DNA (cfDNA) [7], whether the fetus
has a chromosomal or monogenic mutation can be determined and used
for clinical suggestion. Chromosomal NIPT has achieved good perfor-
mance and wide application in clinic [8–10]; in contrast, the mono-
genic disease NIPT development is hindered for its stringent require-
ment on target gene coverage and allele fraction accuracy. Targeted
deep sequencing was recently established and refined as an effective
strategy for monogenic disease NIPT [11–13]. By high coverage tar-
geted sequencing of pregnant women's cfDNA, fetal allele buried in
maternal genotype background can be measured at each locus of dis-
ease-related genes. Targeted deep sequencing prevails over digital PCR
(dPCR) in discovery of de novo sporadic mutations [14,15], and reduces
cost compared to traditional whole genome sequencing.
To improve the sequencing accuracy, researchers added unique
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molecular indexing (UMI) into panel enrichment method [12]. Unique
molecular indexing is reported to effectively detect mutant allele as low
as 0.1% [16] and is therefore a very necessary assisting technique for
ultralow frequency mutations such as somatic mutations of cancer pa-
tients, or error-zero-tolerant ancient DNA for ultralow coverage. In the
application of pregnant woman fetal allele detection, fetal fraction is
4%–30% [17] during pregnancy increasing with gestational age, and
fetal allele signal in pregnant woman cfDNA is over 2%. Therefore we
perceive, without use of high-cost UMI, there should be far more efforts
devoted to improving panel enrichment technique, especially aiming at
PCR procedure.
Routine single indexing has the reported rate of read misalignment

ranging from 0 to 10% [2,18,19] which means single end index hopping
rate would cause too high noise prohibiting accurate allele counting.
Replacing traditional single indexing with non-redundant dual indexing
could reduce such errors greatly. Similar method was reported to de-
crease index errors caused by different sequencing platforms [2]. In this
paper, we detected single indexing hopping rate in various PCR pro-
cedures during targeted sequencing, which illustrates why routine tar-
geted sequencing have contamination among samples and can't achieve
practicable accuracy in low-fetal-fraction maternal cfDNA. We opti-
mized PCR procedures with unique dual indexing of multiplex samples,
acquired clean signals for> 1% mutant fraction in pregnant women

cfDNA. We validated our method with clinical samples from pregnant
women, whose fetuses were at risk of carrying mutations from parents
or de novo origin. We obtained 100% accuracy in all types of clinical
scenarios and our method showed great potential in clinical applica-
tion.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Materials

The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of both
Beijing Anzhen Hospital and Tsinghua University. All methods were
performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.
Pregnant women and their family members who came to Maternal-Fetal
Consultation Center, Beijing Anzhen Hospital, were enrolled in this
study. Patients and family members were given full description of re-
search program, including potential risk. Mock samples were mixed
with mother blood and child blood. We obtained informed consent from
all patients and family members before genetic testing. All pedigrees
were at risk of dominant monogenic cardiovascular diseases for there
was a confirmed proband in this family or the fetus had definite phe-
notype in the ultrasound diagnosis during pregnancy.

Fig. 1. Unique dual indexing effectively reduces chimeric amplicon contamination. (A) The generation of chimeric amplicons during PCR. (B) Unique dual indexing
labels chimeric amplicons. (C) Contamination levels of different multiplex PCR strategies. (D) On the locus where mother is homozygous and fetus is heterozygous,
0.5 x fetal fraction can be detected in maternal cfDNA as non-maternal allele B; on the locus where mother is homozygous and fetus is homozygous, no non-maternal
allele shall be detected in maternal cfDNA; on the locus where mother is heterozygous and fetus is heterozygous, allele fraction is 1:1 for mother and fetus share the
same genotype; on the locus where mother is heterozygous and fetus is homozygous, allele fraction is no longer 1:1 for fetus brings more allele A, and the increasing
fraction of A-B is 1 x fetal fraction.
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2.2. Sample collection

From each pregnant woman and her family members, 2–8 ml per-
ipheral blood was collected into EDTA anticoagulant tubes. From each
pregnant woman within the proper gestation stage, we collected
10–20 ml amniotic fluid with a special linear puncture probe under
guidance of an Aloka 1400 ultrasound instrument. Samples were kept
on ice before being processed within 2 h. From each new born baby, we
collected umbilical cord (~5 cm in length) tissue and froze it under
−80 °C. 16 pedigrees (in pedigrees with a proband, the proband sample
was collected as control; in all pedigrees, the pregnant woman cfDNA
and the fetus sample were collected for testing and validation) were
used in clinical case research (Table S1); genomic DNA (gDNA) of 33
healthy people were also used in single indexing and double indexing
measurement.

2.3. cfDNA isolation from plasma

Peripheral blood was centrifuged at 1,600 g for 10 min at 4 °C to
separate plasma and white blood cells (WBCs). Plasma underwent an-
other round of centrifugation at 16,000 g for 10 min at 4 °C to remove
trace number of WBCs. Cell-free DNA was extracted using commercial
kits (Magen, D3182-02) following manufacturer's instruction. Genomic
DNA of pedigree was extracted from whole blood, buffy coat, amniotic
fluid or umbilical cord using commercial kits (Magen, D3018-03) fol-
lowing manufacturer's instruction.

2.4. Cardiovascular disease gene panel design

We curated a set of cardiovascular disease (CVD) genes from Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) and expanded the list with
genes from published research. We also included several genes related
to cardiomyopathy and tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC). We designed
probes using the IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies) web designer,
excluding repetitive regions. 120-nt single strand RNA probes with
biotin labeling was manufactured by GeneX Health.

2.5. Unique dual indexing library construction

Library construction workflow begins with standard whole-genome
DNA sequencing library construction [20]. Briefly, 50 ng genomic DNA
in 130 μl TE buffer was fragmented to ~180 bp using sonication
(Covaris S220) with the following parameter setting: 175 W peak in-
cident power, 10% duty factor, 200 cycles per burst, 300 s treatment
time. Libraries were constructed from fragmented genomic DNA or
cfDNA using NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina
following manufacturer's protocol. Multiplex Oligos were used for un-
ique dual indexing, so that the N5 and N7 indices of each sample consist
a unique dual combination which will be used to distinguish samples.
Four to eight libraries were pooled together and concentrated to
500–1000 ng in 3 μl for enrichment. In-solution target enrichment was
performed using iGeneTech reagents with standard protocols. We se-
quenced each library with 2 × 150 bp mode using Illumina HiSeq 4000
or XTen. The logic of unique dual index is that each N5 index should
only pair with one particular N7 index (Fig. 1B). Chimeric amplicons
bring N5 and N7 indices of different origins together. Such recombinant
index pairs, together with the chimeric amplicons, can be easily re-
cognized and filtered out.

2.6. Sequencing data analysis

Raw sequencing reads were first filtered to remove adaptors and
low-quality bases (Phred score< 20) by homemade Perl codes. Reads
were then mapped to human GRCh38 reference genome by Bowtie 2;
and then reads were furthermore filtered to meet stricter standards,
which are mapping quality (Q ≥ 15), limited mismatch (XM ≤ 3) and

best mapping (alignment score AS larger than second alignment score
XS). Mapped bam was then realigned by GATK followed by genotype
calling with GATK and Pindel. Minor allele fraction (MAF) of all valid
targeted and padding 300bp loci was calculated and plotted. Valid loci
depth cutoff of pregnant woman cfDNA was 500. Base calling required
at least 5 supporting reads for all mutation kind including single nu-
cleotide polymorphism (SNP) and insertion-deletion variation (Indel).

2.7. Clinical annotation and statistics

We annotated variations with Annovar, supplemented with
RefGene, ESP6500, 1000 Genome, ExAC, COSMIC, ClinVar and OMIM
databases. For de novo mutation detection, mutation with annotated
population frequency over 0.5% were filtered.
Statistical analysis is based on a previous dPCR NIPT study [14]

with modifications for sequencing compared to dPCR. First, mean (μ) of
fetal fraction (ε) is calculated from the weighted median of all loci
where fetus is heterozygous and the mother is homozygous
(1% < MAF<25%) using μ = 2MAF. Error of ε is calculated as σ with
the STD of fetal fraction counting and Poisson noise expected from it
( N2STD/ locus count ). Then for each locus of interest, likelihood dis-
tributions of the two possible fetal genotypes are determined, based on
the fetal fraction and the allele count on this locus. In maternal case,
unaffected distribution: μ equals maternal ideal background value
minus fetal part in maternal DNA (0.5-ε/2), σ consists of Poisson noise
of unaffected μ (which decreases when allele count on this locus in-
creases) and σ of ε; affected distribution: μ equals maternal ideal
background value 0.5 for same fetal genotype with mother, σ consists of
Poisson noise of affected μ and σ of ε. In paternal, sibling, de novo, all of
non-maternal case, unaffected distribution: μ equals maternal ideal
background (0) for no non-maternal part existing in cfDNA; affected
distribution: μ equals maternal ideal background value 0 plus ε/2; two σ
are determined similarly with maternal case. Distribution displays a
likelihood density curve, and real detected allele fraction has two
possibility density values on two curves which determine a likelihood
ratio (ratio of affected inheritance possibility over unaffected in-
heritance one); a likelihood ratio larger than 8 suggests affected gen-
otype whereas a likelihood ratio smaller than 1/8 suggests unaffected
genotype.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Unique dual indexing effectively reduces chimeric amplicon
contamination

We first established a targeted deep sequencing pipeline with a
CVD-oriented (cardiovascular disease) panel of 208 genes (Table S2).
The hybridization probes were 120bp each and covered ~0.9 Mbp
coding regions of these 208 genes. Most genes had over 95% coverage
by probes (Fig. S1A). With 1 Gbp raw sequencing data, we obtained
~600x mean coverage of the targeted genes (Fig. S1B). Higher coverage
could be easily achieved with 5–10 Gbp sequencing data (Figs. S1C and
S1D). The loss of effective data (~2%) was mainly due to high strin-
gency data mapping filtering (~1% loss) and non-specific hybridization
(~44% loss).
To evaluate the levels of chimeric amplicon contamination in mul-

tiplex targeted deep sequencing results, we prepared target-enriched
libraries from several patient donor genomic DNA samples using unique
dual indexing. Multiplexing was implemented at different stages such as
multiplex PCR pre-amplification and multiplex target enrichment (Fig.
S2). Multiple libraries were pooled before multiplex high-throughput
sequencing. We performed sequencing data demultiplexing using only
N7 indices to mimic the results of single indexing.
Theoretically, each of the samples should present a very clean bi-

modal distribution of minor allele fractions, since the minor allele
fractions can only be either 0% (homozygous genotype) or ~50%
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(heterozygous genotype). If we mixed the DNA samples after adaptor
ligation and performed multiplex PCR pre-amplification and multiplex
target enrichment, a large number of low fraction variations emerged
(Fig. S3A). We calculated the weighted mean minor allele fractions of
these affected loci (0% < MAF<25%) and obtained a quantitative
view of the contamination (Fig. 1C). If we performed separated PCR
pre-amplification first, and then mixed the samples for multiplex target
enrichment, many low fraction variations remained (Figs. 1C and S3B).
Even if we performed separated PCR pre-amplification and separated
target enrichment, lane-sharing DNA sequencing would still produce
some low fraction variations (Figs. 1C and S3C). Such artefacts could
cause fake fetal parts with a fraction from 5% to 17% (Figs. S3A–C),
which would influence real maternal cfDNA tests severely. When we
used unique dual indices for sequencing data demultiplexing, low
fraction variation was suppressed (Figs. 1C and S3D) to a level that
would not interfere with real maternal cfDNA mutations.
It is worth noting that unique dual indexing does not prevent the

formation of chimeric amplicons. Instead, it filters out recombinant
sequencing reads by recognizing non-compliant hybrid index combi-
nations. The unique dual indexing results shown in Fig. 1C were based
on the same raw sequencing data as the multiplexed enrichment results.
The DNA samples were separately PCR pre-amplificated followed by
multiplexed target enrichment (Fig. S2). With unique dual indexing, we
detected hybrid index combinations within and across multiplexed li-
braries in raw sequencing data (Fig. S3E), and their levels agreed with
low fraction variations shown in Fig. 1C. Unique dual indexing thus
allows multiplexing during early stages of sequencing library con-
struction, greatly increasing the throughput of sample processing.

3.2. Unique dual indexing enabled accurate fetal fraction measurement

To test our ability to measure fetal fraction using deep sequencing
with unique dual indexing, we prepared control samples from genomic
DNA of a family trio. Genomic DNA was sheered to ~180bp to mimic
cfDNA. Mother and child DNA were mixed at different ratios to re-
present fetal presence in maternal cfDNA.
While pure DNA from each family member gave out a clean bimodal

distribution of minor allele fractions (Fig. 2A), mixture samples showed

additional low fraction variations (Fig. 2B). These variations represent
the loci where mother is homozygous (AA), and fetus is heterozygous
(AB). We could therefore determine the fetal genotype where mother is
homozygous, based on the presence (heterozygous fetal genotype AB)
or absence (homozygous fetal genotype AA) of low fraction variations
(Fig. 1D).
The presence of fetal DNA also distorted the minor allele fraction

distribution near the 50% end (mother heterozygous genotype AB), as
marked by the yellow lines in Fig. 2B. The decreasing of minor allele
fractions here is due to fetus being homozygous (AA). We could
therefore determine the fetal genotype where mother is heterozygous
(AB), based on the minor allele fraction being (homozygous fetal gen-
otype AA) or not being (heterozygous fetal genotype AB) significantly
different from 50% (Fig. 1D).
Based on the abovementioned analytical strategy, we measured the

fetal fraction based on the aggregated results of these loci where mother
is homozygous (AA), and fetus is heterozygous (AB). The mean fraction
of these fetal specific B alleles represents the half of the fetal fraction
(Fig. 1D). We identified very low fraction alleles (143, 122 and 268
fetal alleles in 6.6%, 13.3% and 27.4% mixtures respectively) that were
deemed fetal-specific and used their fractions to calculate the fetal
fraction (Figs. 2B and S4). To evaluate our accuracy of measuring allele
fraction, we measured the Y chromosome fractions in each sample with
whole genome sequencing data. The general agreement of two sets of
results validated the accuracy of minor-allele-based fetal fraction esti-
mations (Fig. 2C).

3.3. Fetal fraction measurement of clinical samples

We then set out to test the performance of unique dual indexing in
the measurement of allele fractions in clinical samples. We recruited 16
families whose fetuses were at risk of TSC or Marfan syndrome due to
parental mutation inheritance of de novomutation (Table S1). Using the
same strategy mentioned above, we measured the fetal fraction in the
maternal cfDNA. As expected, fetal fraction generally increases with
gestational age (Fig. 2D, linear regression r = 0.69). Most of the
pregnant women, visiting the clinic during their second trimester, have
fetal fractions ranging from 6% to 25% (Fig. 2D).

Fig. 2. Unique dual indexing enabled accurate fetal fraction measurement. (A) The distribution of minor allele fractions of pure maternal genomic DNA. (B) The
distribution of minor allele fractions of 6.6% mixture of child and maternal genomic DNA. (C) General agreement of fetal fraction results between minor allele
fraction analysis and Y chromosome analysis. (D) Correlation between gestational age and fetal fraction in clinical samples.
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3.4. Unique dual indexing is accurate enough to measure paternal
inheritance

As mentioned above, NIPT accuracy is likely limited by index
hopping rather than sequencing errors. We therefore evaluated the
NIPT performance with unique dual indexing. We first tested the se-
quencing depth requirement using the same control sample data men-
tioned above. Focusing on all SNPs where mother was AA and father
was AB, we down-sampled the control sample data to different depths
and calculated the likelihood ratio between two possible fetal geno-
types. Fetal AB loci were called with likelihood ratio greater than 8 and
compared to true fetal genotype information. False positive and false
negative rates were calculated. As shown in Figs. 3A and S5, false po-
sitive rate was generally low regardless of sequencing depth. Low
coverage produced lots of false negative calls, mainly due to under-
sampling of low fraction variations. 500x sequencing depth suppresses
false positive and false negative rates to an undetectable level, even for
the mixture sample with 6.6% fetal fraction (Fig. 3B). We then set out to
analyze 6 clinical cfDNA samples where the fetuses were at risk of in-
heriting paternal TSC or Marfan syndrome mutations. All 6 tests, in-
cluding 2 with low fetal fractions (Fig. 3C and D), had high statistical
power, demonstrating the confidence of our test, and were confirmed
using amniotic fluid, umbilical cord or cord blood as true reference (Fig.
S6).

3.5. Unique dual indexing is accurate enough to detect de novo mutations

De novo mutation detection presents higher challenge than in-
heritance analysis, due to the lack of specific target and the necessary to
scan a large region. Data from control samples (Fig. 3a) have shown
that false positive and false negative rates could be well controlled with
deep sequencing. Considering that de novo mutation detection requires
the screening of a larger region, we performed further evaluation with
data from the families with paternal proband. We included FBN1, be-
sides TSC1/2, to represent a larger region of interests of a clinical
symptom. Using the fetal genotypes as ground truth, we calculated the

false positive and false negative rates of de novo pathogenic mutation
detection within these three genes (Fig. S7A). Considering the se-
quencing coverage efficiency (Fig. S7B), we chose 1000x (rather than
500x in the familial inheritance scenario) as the coverage threshold for
clinical tests. In six pregnancies which were at risk of carrying de novo
TSC mutations, we analyzed the maternal cfDNA data. Through mul-
tiple steps of clinical annotation filtering, we eventually identified pa-
thogenic TSC mutations in four out of six fetuses (Fig. 4A and Table S1).
All four mutations were confirmed by Sanger sequencing of amniotic
fluid or fetal tissue. For the two fetuses with no detectable TSC-asso-
ciated pathogenic point mutations, test results of amniotic fluid were
also negative. The pregnancies were carried to term, and ultimately
delivered two newborns with no further abnormalities found in post-
natal echocardiography.

3.6. Unique dual indexing enabled measurement of maternal inheritance

When the mother is a carrier (genotype AB), the maternally origi-
nated mutant allele would obscure the detection of mutant allele from
the fetus. It generally requires much higher sequencing depth to dis-
tinguish two possible fetal genotypes. We conducted theoretical ana-
lysis to determine the sequencing depth requirement for different fetal
fractions. As shown in Fig. 4B, higher fetal fraction and sequencing
coverage contribute to better separation of the two likelihood dis-
tributions, which leads to higher sensitivity (shaded area under insert
curves). 1500x or even higher coverage is typically necessary to obtain
definitive judgement. With this criterial, we successfully determined
the maternal mutation inheritance status (Fig. 4C and D). All results
were confirmed using amniotic fluid, umbilical cord or cord blood as
true reference (Fig. S6).

4. Conclusions

In summary, we proved that chimeric amplicon contamination is
the major source of error in maternal cfDNA analysis. With unique dual
indexing, we greatly suppressed the level chimeric amplicon

Fig. 3. Unique dual indexing is accurate enough to measure paternal mutation inheritance. (A) Sequencing depth requirement for low fraction mutation detection.
(B) Statistical results of individual SNPs. (C) and (D) Paternal mutation inheritance testing results for each clinical sample using a likelihood ratio classifier.
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contamination while maintaining the high throughput processing
through multiplexing. This strategy is easier and more cost-efficient
than the use of UMI, demonstrating great potential in future clinical
analysis.
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